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Remembering the Six Day War
– by the people of Nablus
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Six Day War 7-12th June 1967
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Nablus was under continuous
curfew

We are still waiting

The image is engraved in my
memory to this day
They brought his dead body
back to the village

She heard her neighbour
screaming for her husband

Tahani Jardanah

Noor

… it was a terrifying sight
… after 50 years of occupation
we are in a large prison
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We will resist until we are free

Bashir Sharaf
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Asma’a died immediately

… striking reminders of how
cruel humans can be towards
other fellow human beings

Jalal Khadiry
—

Hate will always lead you to
wrong decisions

Timeline: The Six Day War
The effects of the 1967 war continue to this day. At the time, Jordan controlled the
West Bank, the Sinai was part of Egypt and the Golan Heights were in Syria. Israeli
occupation of the West Bank and Golan Heights has lasted for 50 years.

June
Israeli air strikes disable nearly the entire Egyptian air force with few Israeli losses
Israel attacks Jordanian and Syrian air bases and achieves air superiority
Israeli tanks drive into the Gaza Strip and Sinai peninsula
Israel launches air strikes in West Bank and on Syria air force bases
Syria, Jordan and Iraq respond with air strikes on Israeli targets.
Fighting breaks out in Jerusalem

Zuhair ElDebe’e

June 6
Syrian forces fortify the border with Israel and begin artillery fire.
Israel takes Gaza strip and much of the Sinai peninsula from Egypt.
Israeli captures West Bank areas inc. Ramallah, North East Jerusalem and Jenin
At midnight Jordanian forces are ordered to retreat from West Bank.

June 7
U.N. Security Council presents a cease-fire initiative which is not accepted.
11:15 Nablus conquered
12:15 final general retreat ordered for Jordanian forces.
Old City of Jerusalem and Jericho also captured by Israel
Bir al-Hasna and Al Qazima in Egypt are claimed by Israel.
Fighting between Syria and Israel continues on the border of Golan.

June 8
Israel air and sea attacks on US Liberty (USA technical research ship) off Gaza
coast killed 34, wounded 171
Hebron falls to the Israeli army
Egypt accepts a cease-fire.

June 9
An Israeli attack on Golan Heights is ordered.

June 10
Cease-fire with Syria is agreed upon.
War ends, with Israel claiming the Gaza Strip, West Bank, Golan Heights and Sinai
Peninsula to the Suez Canal.
Deaths—Egypt 10-15,000; Jordan 6,000; Syria 2,500, Israel 900, many wounded
and captured

This meeting revived my
humanity
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Ebreeza was buried next to her
grandmother
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Fifty years of occupation have
failed to break Nabulsis'
determination
Simplified key
-
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Nablus—our Twin City
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Where is Nablus?
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